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ABSTRACT

thoughts while away from the computer.

The Jourknow project addresses the question of freeform
notes known as information scraps. We are focused on
unifying the user’s PIM tools, providing lightweight input
and enabling support for uncommon types of personal
information. In this position paper we describe our current
directions and lessons learned from work on the Jourknow
system.
We have redesigned our lightweight input
language for capture of arbitrary data types and developed a
mobile phone client. We report on feedback from a
weeklong user study, generating design recommendations
for systems like Jourknow. Our study identified the
importance of supporting common PIM data in addition to
uncommon information types, of providing a mobile
solution for capture and retrieval of notes, and of
integrating with current user tools and practice. With
respect to evaluation, we reflect on the large scale of
personal information needed to evaluate our tools.

In this position paper, we reflect on knowledge gained from
our user study and refine our notions of how to best
approach the design and evaluation of new PIM systems.
We have found it insufficient to build tools focused only on
consolidating uncommon PIM information types – common
PIM data types like appointments and bookmarks are a sine
qa non. We have verified the importance of supporting
mobile capture and access, though specific phone
affordances such as keyboard layout have a large impact.
Finally, in the evaluation space, we have recognized the
importance of scale: techniques designed to operate with
large amounts of personal information can have trouble
scaling down to the amount of information generated in a
weeklong longitudinal study.

Personal information management, lightweight input,
information scraps

To follow, we begin by outlining the overarching goals of
our research agenda. We then describe novel features of
the Jourknow system, and outline our user study. We
describe our results, and reflect on implications for the PIM
field at large.
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Jourknow is working toward the following research goals: a
unified data experience, lightweight input, and support for
uncommon information types.

H5.2. User interfaces.
INTRODUCTION

Since the development of the Jourknow system described in
[12], our research group has continued to iterate upon and
develop our vision of the next generation of PIM tools –
tools that unify the user’s PIM experience, provide
lightweight input, and support uncommon types of personal
information. We began by investigating unstructured
personal information called information scraps via a 27participant study involving semi-structured interviews and
artifact examinations [4]. We have since redesigned the
Jourknow system’s interface and our command input
language, and introduced a mobile phone client to capture

Unified Data Experience

One of Jourknow’s central tenets is that the user should
interact with data rather than applications [8]. Our
investigations have revealed that one of the most desired
qualities of information scraps is the flexibility of their
representation: a text file can record a book title as easily as
a phone number. We wish to extend this concept to the
interactive world, invoking one interaction path that can
intelligently handle all of a user’s data, regardless of type.
Lightweight Input

We often generate information scraps when we associate
too high a time or effort cost with navigating the user
interface of our PIM applications [4, 12]. Thus, the
Jourknow project focuses on enabling as lightweight an
interaction as possible. We envision the recording of new
PIM information to be as simple as scribbling “mtg w/
Sanjay @ 5” onto a Post-It note.
Support for Uncommon Information Types

Our most common PIM applications handle a large
percentage of our personal information, including e-mails,
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Figure 1. The redesigned Jourknow client. Notes, including cameraphone pictures and recorded audio, are on the left. To the right is the
faceted browsing panel, with context information at the top and Pidgin information at the bottom.

contact information, and calendar appointments. However,
information scraps hold an extremely wide variety of data
beyond this – information that we capture commonly but is
uncommon for others, for example: expense reports, how-to
guides, and fantasy football lineups. We envision the next
generation of PIM applications to support these uncommon
types as smoothly as they do the most common PIM
information types.
RELATED WORK

Our explorations span several research domains; we have
built our knowledge on top of a wide variety of
ethnographic research investigating various aspects of
information scraps, especially notes [10], to-dos [2], and emails sent to oneself [3]. We take special note of the
inherent tension between a need for lightweight entry and a
desire for structured representation later [7]. Studies of
remembrance habits then informed us of the various
mechanisms our users might utilize to re-find information,
such as relevant people and situations [5]. Here we drew on
systems such as Stuff I've Seen [6] for design inspiration as
well as existing tools in support of lightweight note-taking
[1].

ETHNOGRAPHIC INVESTIGATION

We conducted a study consisting of 27 semi-structured
interviews and artifact examinations of participants’
physical and digital information scraps, at 5 different
organizations. Details are available in [4]. We found
information scraps to play five major roles in our
participants’ lives: temporary storage, archiving, work-inprogress, reminding, and capture of uncommon data types.
We also synthesized five desired affordances of future
information scrap tools: lightweight entry, freeform
contents, cognitive support, visibility and reminding, and
mobility.
JOURKNOW

Jourknow is an information scrap manager built around a
notebook metaphor. It is primarily intended to be a capture
interface for thoughts and bits that might otherwise be lost
or fall between the cracks of other PIM applications.
Jourknow is also a research platform for us to investigate
novel interaction techniques for information scrap
management, such as context-based re-finding, concise data
entry and ubiquitous capture.

Figure 2. Through a right-click interaction, the user can gather together all information Jourknow knows about an entity.

The original incarnation of Jourknow focused on providing
a lightweight text input mechanism for structured
information entry and context capture for re-finding
purposes, centered around a notebook-style design [12].
Based on the results of our study, our most recent efforts
have redesigned the Jourknow client (Figure 1), iterated on
the Pidgin input language, and added a mobile Jourknow
client. Here we describe the new version of Pidgin as well
as the mobile client.

. shoppingList this week, item dairy, item milk, item OJ

Lightweight Language for Uncommon Data Types

Mobile Information Scrap Management

As part of Jourknow, we have designed various
incarnations of Pidgin languages bridging the barrier
between unstructured human text, which is easy to write but
hard for computers to interpret, and structured application
input, which may be easy to interpret but can impose
unacceptably high requirements on users. In our original
work, we designed a language that could handle common
PIM types in forms close to natural language, as well as a
second language with more complex syntax that could
handle arbitrary types.

Our ethnographic research indicates that ubiquity is a
common failure of both pen-and-paper and digital
information scrap tools. Bothering to record information is
useless if that information isn't available later when the user
needs it. Specifically, the laptop form factor misses out on
many opportunities for information scrap collection; as
Oulasvirta notes, the time taken to open the laptop, wait for
it to boot, open the program, and type the information may
simply not be worth it [11].

By a right-click interaction, the user can inquire for details
on a pidgin phrase (Figure 2). TurtleDove statements are
also added to a faceted browsing panel (Figure 1, right
panel), so that the user can perform searches for notes by
TurtleDove phrases. For example, the user can search for
all class notes where Cain was the lecturer, or for this
week's shopping list.

To begin to address this issue, we have created JourMini, a
mobile phone Jourknow client (Figure 3). JourMini
synchronizes its notes with Jourknow, so any notes created
on the desktop are available on the mobile device and visa
versa. In addition, it allows users to attach photos from the
phone's camera and audio recordings directly to notes.

In our current work, we redesigned the latter language for
arbitrary data types to one that we believed would be more
usable. The resulting language, called TurtleDove, is
comma delimited. Users begin a line with a period,
marking that Jourknow should interpret the following text.
The next word is understood as the information type (e.g.,
meeting, todo, shoppingList), and the rest of line up to the
next comma is treated as the name of the item. The rest of
the line is a series of property-value pairs, delimited by
commas. For example:

USER STUDY

We performed a week-long evaluation of the Jourknow
system, including TurtleDove and JourMini, as well as the
context capture elements from the original prototype. In
this section, we detail the study and our results.

. meeting organizing payment plans, with david, at 5pm
. todo buy adi birthday present

Method

We recruited 14 participants from our university (ages 1841, median 26). 7 were students at the business school, 1
was visiting computer science faculty at our university, 2
were undergraduates, and 3 were graduate students in
computer science. There were 10 men and 4 women. We
randomly divided the group into seven participants who
received just the desktop version of Jourknow, and seven
participants who received both the desktop and the mobile
version of Jourknow enabled. Approximately half of the
participants with phones received a phone with a typical 12-

Figure 3. The JourMini mobile phone client.
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key numeric keypad (the Nokia N95), and the other half
received a phone with a full QWERTY keyboard (the
Nokia E91i) – this was done to investigate any effect of
mobile keypad type.
Participants were instructed to introduce Jourknow into
their everyday practice, and to make extra effort to use the
software to capture their thoughts and notes. They then
used the Jourknow client for a period averaging eight days,
including one weekend. Jourknow was instrumented to
record a variety of participants' interactions with the
software: when it gained focus in the operating system,
when new notes were created, when notes were edited,
when faceted browsing and search were used, and so on.
Results

Here we focus on the feedback we received, centered on
three aspects of Jourknow: context, TurtleDove, and
JourMini.
Context-based Re-finding. We found that our participants
made very little use of the contextual features, rarely
viewing the context associated with a note or navigating via
the associated context to re-find a note. Participants
pointed out that much of the contextual information was
incomprehensible, for instance wireless router ssid’s – and
since Jourknow was logging a great amount of context,
such information overwhelmed the facet panel. Most
participants generated a very small number of notes by the
end of the experiment, and could thus linearly scan the list
more quickly than might locate the correct facet values.
TurtleDove Language. Our participants generally found the
comma-delimited syntax of TurtleDove too complicated to
use. Engineers and programmers understood the format,
but others found it abstruse and gave up after a small
number of attempts. We found few instances of uncommon
PIM type capture beyond shopping and to-do lists – both
examples given during the training period. Participants
tended to forget syntax quickly after the training session,
likely contributing to our null result. Several participants
requested that we re-introduce Jourknow’s functionality to
push TurtleDove expressions into applications such as the
calendar.
Mobile Client. Mobility was our most successful venture –
reactions to JourMini were generally positive. Notes taken
on the mobile client included many text scraps, as well as
several cameraphone pictures. Participants using phones
with full QWERTY keyboards were in general more
positive about the mobile experience than those with
traditional 12-key number pads, due to the ease of typing.
Furthermore, participants who lived primarily digital lives
and used little or no paper also found the system more
useful than those who used paper regularly for such notes,
as they already had a functioning mobile solution in scraps
of paper.

DISCUSSION

Our lightweight languages were originally designed to
serve as lightweight entry of two data classes: common
PIM types (using simple language), and uncommon data
types (using more complicated syntax). With TurtleDove
we disabled the former by removing the functionality to
push Pidgin expressions into common applications,
thinking that the opportunity to record uncommon data
types would provide enough of a benefit to our users. Our
participants indicated that these common PIM types would
be at least as important as the uncommon item capture we
enabled.
Testing with a population heavy on business students
underscored the importance of integration with users’
critical work pathways. Several of these participants had
extremely well-defined information handling routines that
we were unable to penetrate with a system that did not
directly integrate into their tools. Whether this result is an
issue of adoption for evaluation purposes (as Kelley and
Teevan suggest in [9]) or a more general design critique is
an open question.
Finally, we reflect on the importance of data scale in studies
of systems like Jourknow. The context information in
particular proved unbeneficial to our participants over such
a short period of time, due to both the small number of
notes they accumulated and our participants’ still-intact
memory of notes’ contents. To better stress-test the context
features of Jourknow, our participants must gather notes
over a long enough period of time that these mechanisms
may become useful, or instead seed the application with
existing notes.
CONCLUSION

In this position paper we have focused on lessons learned
from our continued research on the Jourknow project –
lessons that we believe are applicable to PIM tools
attempting to break out of the traditional application model.
The issue of scale is an important one: we had both too
small a scale (users did not generate enough personal
information during the week of our study to make use of
some features) and too large a scale (Jourknow overloaded
the user with a bevy of contextual information surrounding
all notes). Mobile access seems a fruitful direction for
future tools, especially for users with QWERTY-keypad
cell phones and who have given up paper as a primary
recording mechanism. Finally, we have underscored the
importance of command languages’ handling of common
PIM types in addition to creating support for uncommon
PIM data types.
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